AbstractÐIn a dual band personal communications services (PCS) network, heavy traffic areas are covered by microcells which overlay macrocells. In such a network, microcells and macrocells utilize different frequency bands. We propose an analytic model to study the performance of a dual band PCS architecture. Our model assumes that a PCS subscriber has a general residence time distribution in a microcell and the macrocell residence time distribution is derived from the microcell residence time distribution. An iterative algorithm is used to compute the overflow traffic from a microcell to its overlaid macrocell. Then, the call incompletion probability is computed by a macrocell model based on the overflow traffic. Our study indicates that the variance of the microcell residence time distribution and the number of microcells covered by a macrocell have significant effects on the call incompletion probability.
INTRODUCTION
A PERSONAL communications services (PCS) network provides communication services to mobile users via their mobile stations (MS) or handsets. When the PCS network attempts to deliver a call to an MS or the MS attempts to originate a call, the call is connected between the MS and the base transceiver station (BTS) through the radio channel within the radio coverage of the BTS or the cell. If no idle radio channel is available, the call is blocked. When the MS moves from a cell to another during the conversation, a handoff occurs. To continue the call, the MS requests an idle radio channel in the new cell to set up a new connection and drops the connection to the old cell. If the handoff is rejected because no idle radio channel is available in the new cell, the call is forced to terminate. PCS networks such as GSM [16] exercise the nonprioritized channel allocation scheme in which the BTS handles a handoff request exactly the same as a new call. In a PCS network, an important performance measure is the incompletion probability or the probability that a call is blocked or forced to terminate.
PCS channel assignment has been intensively studied in the literature [3] , [4] , [6] , [10] , [17] , [21] . In heavy traffic areas, the new call blocking probability and the forced termination probability grow rapidly as traffic increases. Microcell/macrocell architectures have been proposed [2] , [18] , [8] , [7] to reduce the call incompletion probability. In Taiwan, a dual band GSM microcell/macrocell cellular network has been deployed by Far EasTone Telecommunications Co., Ltd. to improve the capacity of GSM services [16] . This microcell/macrocell configuration (see Fig. 1 ) consists of two types of BTSs: The DCS1800 BTSs operate at 1.8 GHz and the GSM900 BTSs operate at 900 MHz. In this configuration, the GSM900 BTSs serve as the base stations for macrocells while the DCS1800 BTSs serve as the microcell base stations. Every macrocell overlays with one or more microcells (see Fig. 2a ). A GSM900 BTS and its overlaid DCS1800 BTSs are connected to the same Base Station Controller (BSC), as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The BSCs connect to mobile switching centers (MSCs) and the MSCs connect to the switches in the public switched telephone network. The reader is referred to [16] for the details of BSC and MSC.
In this dual band configuration, a new call arriving at the system is first handled by a microcell. If no channel is available in the microcell, the call is handled by the macrocell. The call is blocked if no channel is available in the macrocell (see Fig. 2b ). During the conversation, an MS may move from a microcell to another microcell and the call will be handed over among microcells. During a microcell handoff, if no channel is available in the new microcell, the handoff call is handled by the macrocell. In a dual band network, it is important to determine the number of microcells covered by a macrocell to achieve good performance (i.e., low call incompletion probability). This paper studies how the microcell/macrocell configuration and the MS movement behavior affect the dual band network performance. We first derive the MS residence time distribution (the interval between the arrival and the departure of an MS in a cell) for a macrocell based on the microcell residence time distribution. By using the overflow traffic as the input, the call incompletion probability is computed in the macrocell model (see Fig. 2b ).
THE MICROCELL MODEL
The microcell model to be presented in this section generalizes our previous work [14] . Three assumptions are used in this paper: users do not hold unnecessary long calls. Data measured from real GSM network operation indicated that exponential call holding time distribution is reasonable and the mean call holding time is typically less than one third of that for wireline calls.
The MS Residence Time Distributions
Consider the timing diagram in Fig. 3 . From Assumption 1, the call arrivals to an MS are a Poisson process with arrival rate !. That is, t p has a density function !e À!t p . From Assumption 3, the MS residence time t m at microcell g i has a general density function f mYi t m and the distribution p mYi t m t m (H f mYi (d(. Let ( m be the interval between when a call arrives and when the MS moves out of g i . Let r mYi ( m be the density function of ( m . If f mYi t f mYj t for all iY j, then r mYi t r mYj t can be derived by using the excess life property [5] . Unfortunately, the excess life property does not apply when f mYi t T f mYj t and the residence time distribution should be derived as follows: From the definition of density function, we have
From Assumption 1 and the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, t x has the same exponential distribution as t p (where t x and t p are illustrated in Fig. 3 ). Thus, (1) 
The first term of (6) is derived from the first term of (5) by using the Laplace transform rule P.1.3 in [19] . The second term of (6) is derived from the second term of (5) by using the Laplace transform rules P1.1.3 and P1.1.6 in [19] .
In a practical PCS environment, the number of MSs in a cell is expected to be much larger than the number of channels, and the traffic (the net call arrival rate) to the microcell is engineered at one or two percent blocking probability, which implies that the call arrival rate per MS ! 3 H for a fixed net call arrival stream [20] . If f mYi t is a Gamma density function [9] with the shape parameter i and mean Ia i (i.e., with the scale parameter i i ), then
. By using the l'Hospital's rule, we
showed [14] that, for Gamma residence time distribution, which is the same as the r Ã m s function for the homogeneous PCS network (i.e., when f mYi t f mYj t f m t for i T j) [15] . In other words, (7) indicates that if the call activity per user is not heavy (but the net call traffic to a cell can be either light or heavy), then the ( m distribution for the heterogeneous network can be approximated by the homogeneous network.
We are particularly interested in the Gamma distribution. It has been shown that the distribution of any positive random variable can be approximated by a mixture of Gamma distributions (see Lemma 3.9 in [11] ). One may also measure the MS residence times in a real PCS network and the measured data can be approximated by a Gamma distribution as the input to our handoff model. In a heterogeneous PCS network, it suffices to use the Gamma distributions with different shape and scale parameters to represent different MS residence time distributions.
The Handoff Traffic
Consider a group of w microcells, where every macrocell covers x microcells (i.e., there are wax macrocells, where w bb x). Let p iYj be the probability that an MS moves from microcell g i to microcell g j where I iY j w. It is clear that p iYi H. The handoff call arrival rate ! h i to g i is derived as follows:
Assume that the new call blocking probability p o i and the forced termination probability p f i for a microcell g i are known. We will show how to compute p o i and p f i in Section 2.5.
Let p vo j (p vh j) be the probability that a new call (handoff call) is not complete before the MS moves out of the the microcell g j . From Assumption 2, the call holding time is exponentially distributed with the density function f t "e À"t . Then,
For a handoff call, the time t H between the arrival time of the handoff call at g j and its completion time has the same density function as f (the memoryless property of the exponential distribution). Similar to the derivation for (8), we have
The rate of the handoff calls moving out of g j consists of the rate of new calls and the accepted move-in handoff calls that are not complete before the MSs move out of cell g j . Let ! o j be the rate of the new calls in cell g j . Following the derivation in [13] , this rate is
From (8), (9), and (10), the rate of the handoff calls moving into g i is
II
For a homogeneous PCS network, we have (11) is rewritten as
which is the the same as the ! h equation derived in [13] .
The Expected Channel Occupation Times
When a channel of g i is assigned to a new call, the channel is released if the call completes or the MS moves out of the microcell. Let t on i be the channel occupation time of a new call. Then,
Let t oh i be the channel occupation time of a handoff call. Similar to (13) , the expected channel occupation time of a handoff call is
Note that it oh i T it on i except for the case when f mYi t is an exponential density function.
The Call Incompletion Probability
A call is not complete if it is a blocked new call or a forcedterminated handoff call. Note that a call may make several successful handoffs before it is forced to terminate. Let p n i be the incompletion probability of a (new) call initiated at g i , andp n i be the incompletion probability of a handoff call at g i . Then, we have
X IT Equation (15) implies that a new call at g i is incomplete if it is blocked at g i because no idle channel is available (with probability p o i) or the call is connected (with probability I À p o i), but the MS leaves g i before the call is complete (with probability p vo i), and the call remains incomplete after the MS moves into a new microcell (with probability I j w p iYjpn j). Similarly, (16) implies that a handoff call at g i is not complete if no idle channel is available when the MS arrives at g i (with probability p f i) or if the handoff call is accommodated at g i (with probability I À p f i), but the MS leaves g i before the call is complete (with probability p vh i), and the call is still not complete after the MS moves into a new microcell (with probability I j w p iYjpn j). In a homogeneous PCS network, p n i p n j p n Yp n i p n j p n ,
The Iterative Algorithm
This section shows how to iteratively compute p n i using the equations derived in the previous section. The iterative algorithm has the same steps as the homogeneous algorithm in [13] except that the equations used in every step are different. Consider a network of wax macrocells where every macrocell covers x microcells (where w bb x). Algorithm 1 (Microcell).
Input parameters: p iYj (the routing probability), ! o i (the new call arrival rate), " (the call completion rate), i (the number of channels in BTS i), f mYi t (the MS residence time density function), and r mYi t, where I iY j w.
Output measures: ! h i (the handoff call arrival rate), p o i (the new call blocking probability), p f i (the forced termination probability), and p n i (the call incompletion probability), where I i w.
Step 1. Select initial values for ! h i where I i w.
Step 2. For I i w, compute p o i and p f i. In the nonprioritized scheme, the handoff calls and the new call attempts are not distinguishable, and p o i p f i. In such a handoff scheme, channel allocation can be modeled after an waqaa queue [12] with the number of servers as i and the job arrival rate as ! o i ! h i [13] . The load onto g i is computed using (13) and (14):
Step 3. For I i w, ! hYold i 2 ! h i.
Step 4. For I i w, compute ! h i by using (11) .
Step 5. If there exists i such that j! h i À ! hYold ij b ! h i, then go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 6. Note that is a predefined value.
Step 6. Compute p n i by using (8), (9), (15), and (16)
The above iterative procedure has been intensively used and validated by experiments [13] .
THE MACROCELL RESIDENCE TIMES
This section derives the expected macrocell residence times to be used in the macrocell model in the next section. To simplify the description, we assume that the microcells are homogeneous (i.e., (12) and (17) hold) with the notations
i , f m t f mYi t, and r m t r mYi t. To accommodate heterogeneous microcells, the modifications on the model are straightforward but tedious.
In a homogeneous dual band GSM network, every radio coverage of a GSM900 BTS (a macrocell) overlays x Qn P À Qn I DCS1800 BTSs (microcells) for some n (in Fig. 2a, n R) . If a call cannot be served at a microcell, then it is switched to a macrocell. Since there are x identical microcells in a macrocell, the overflow new call arrival rate to a macrocell is
Similarly, the overflow handoff call arrival rate to a macrocell is
Note that p f p o because the handoff calls and the new calls are indistinguishable from each other in GSM.
Suppose that an MS resides in a macrocell for a period t w . During t w , the MS visits k microcells (i.e., the MS moves k steps), and the MS resides at microcell i for a period t i . Then, t w t I t P XXX t k has the density function 
To accommodate a new/handoff call, an MS switches from a microcell to a macrocell if no channel is available in the microcell. Let ( w be the period between when the MS switches to the macrocell and when the MS moves out of the macrocell (see Fig. 3 ). Suppose that the MS visits k microcells during ( w . Then, the density function of ( w is
The first term of the righthand side in (21) represents the case that the MS switches from a microcell to a macrocell when a new call arrives. The second term of the righthand side in (21) represents the case that the MS switches from a microcell to a macrocell when a handoff call arrives. Now, we describe a random walk model to compute when the MS leaves a macro cell. Our model considers a regular microcell/macrocell overlay structure shown in Fig. 2a . A macrocell is referred to as an n-layer macrocell if it overlays with x Qn P À Qn I microcells. Fig. 2a shows 4-layer macrocells. The microcell at the center of the macrocell is called the layer 0 microcell. The microcells that surround layer x À I microcells are called layer x microcells. There are Tx microcells in layer x except exactly one microcell which is in layer 0. An n-layer macrocell overlays microcells from layer 0 to layer n À I. The microcells that surround the layer n À I microcells are referred to as boundary neighbors, which are outside of the macrocell.
We assume that an MS resides in a microcell for a period t i , then moves to one of its neighbors with the same probability (i.e., with probability 1/6; see Fig. 4 ). For an MS in conversation, we derive the number k of moving steps (a step represents an MS movement from a microcell to another) from the beginning of the conversation until the MS moves out of the macrocell. A random walk model with Tn À I absorbing states in a two-dimensional hexagonal plan [5] can be used to study when an MS moves out of an n-layer macrocell boundary. In this model, a state represents the microcell where the MS resides. In order to compute the number of microcells visited before the MS leaves a macrocell, whenever the MS moves out of the macrocell, the random walk enters an absorbing state. A potential problem of this model is that the number of states increases rapidly as n increases.
To reduce the computation complexity, we modify the two-dimensional random walk model based on our previous work [1] . According to the equal routing probability assumption, we classify the microcells in a macrocell into several microcell types. A microcell type is of the form hxY yi, where HH x HH ! H indicates that the microcell is in layer x and y ! H represents the y Ist type in layer x. Microcells of the same type have the same traffic flow pattern because they are at the symmetrical positions on the hexagonal macrocell. Based on the derivation in [1] , Fig. 5 illustrates the type of microcell for 6-layer macrocells. For example, the microcell in layer 0 is of the type hHY Hi. The six microcells in layer 1 are grouped together and assigned to the same type hIY Hi. A layer 2 microcell may have two or three neighbors in layer 3 and is assigned to type hPY Ii or hPY Hi, respectively.
In the modified random walk model for an n-layer macrocell, a state xY y represents that the MS is in one of the microcells of type hxY yi, where H x`n and H y x À I. The state nY j represents that the MS moves out of the macrocell from the state n À IY j, where H j`n À I. For H x`n and H y x À I, states xY y are transient and, for H j`n À I, states nY j are absorbing. The total number n of states for an n-layer macrocell random walk is n nnI P and the computation complexity is significantly reduced. Details of the modified random walk and derivation of its steady state probabilities are given in [1] and the results are summarized as follows: The transition matrix of this random walk is an n Â n matrix p xYyYx H Yy H . An element p k xYyYx H Yy H in k is the probability that the random walk moves from state xY y to state x H Y y H with exact k steps. For H j`n À I, define p kYxYyYnYj as
Then, p kYxYyYnYj is the probability that an MS initially resides at a hxY yi microcell, moves into a hn À IY ji microcell at the k À Ist step and, then, moves out of the macrocell at the kth step. In a homogeneous dual band GSM network, an MS may be in any microcell of the overlaid macrocell with the same probability when it switches from the microcell to the macrocell during a phone call. On the other hand, the MS may enter a new macrocell through different types of microcells (and, thus, with different probabilities) during the conversation. Let q nÀIYj be the probability that an MS enters the macrocell through a hn À IY ji microcell at the first step andq nÀIYj be the probability that an MS moves out of the macrocell through a hn À IY ji microcell at the last step. Then, we have: (22) represents the probability that the MS initially resides at a hn À IY yi microcell and leaves the macrocell from a hn À IY ji microcell at the kth step. Equation (23) ensures that all probabilities sum up to 1. For a 6-layer macrocell, we use w P PHH truncated terms in (22) to approximate the infinite summations. Computation indicates that the error for the p kYnÀIYyYnYj summation truncation is within IH ÀR . Now, we consider the situation where an MS passes through the boundary between two macrocells. For n P,
For n b P, the following equations hold:
We use the 6-layer macrocell configuration in Fig. 5 as an example to explain (24). The same reasoning applies to (25) and (26). Consider a hSY Hi microcell A. An MS entering microcell A comes from one of three surrounding boundary neighbors (microcell B, C or D). The probability that an MS at B moves out of the macrocell isq SYH . Since B has three boundary neighbors, the probability that the MS moves from B to A isq SYH aQ. Similarly, the MS moves from C to A with probabilityq SYH aQ. For H`j`n À I, microcell hSY ji only has two boundary neighbors. Thus, the MS moves from microcell D to microcell A with probabilityq SYI aP. Therefore, the righthand side of (24) indicates the probability that the MS moves to A from either B, C, or D. Following the same reasoning, (25) applies to microcell hSY Ii and (26) applies to microcells hSY Pi, hSY Qi, and hSY Ri.
For n Q, (22)-(24) and (25) are used to compute q PYH and q PYI . For n b Q and H j`n À I, we compute q nÀIYj by using (22)-(26). For a 6-layer macrocell, we have q SYH PUXPU7 and q SYj IVXIV7 for I j R.
From (20) , the MS residence time density function for an n-layer macrocell is (7), (18), (19) , and (21), we have
For n b I and from (29), the Laplace transform for r w t is
QH
Let t yx and t yr be the channel occupation times of a macrocell for a new call (an overflow new/handoff call from a microcell) and a handoff call, respectively. From (13), (30), (14) , and (28)
Equations (28), (30), and (31) are computed with truncated terms. The Appendix shows how to select the number of truncated terms so that the errors for (28) and (30) can be controlled within a small predefined value.
THE MACROCELL MODEL
This section describes the macrocell model. The iterative algorithm for the macrocell model is similar to Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 2 (Macrocell).
Input parameters . x Qn P À Qn I: the number of microcells in an nlayer macrocell (given). . g: the number of channels in a macrocell (given). . Ia": the expected call holding time (given). . ! vo : the overflow new call arrival rate (computed by using (18), where p o is computed by Algorithm 1).
. ! vh : the overflow handoff call arrival rate (computed by using (19) , where p o and ! h are computed by Algorithm 1). . f Ã w s: the Laplace transform of the t w distribution (derived by using (28)). . r Ã w s: the Laplace transform of the density function for ( w (derived by using (30)).
Output measures
. ! r : the handoff call arrival rate to a macrocell. . p y : the new call blocking (handoff call forced termination) probability to a macrocell. . p nYw : the incompletion probability of a call (either blocked or forced to terminate) in the macrocell.
Step 1. Select an initial value for ! r .
Step 2a. The load onto a macrocell is computed by using (32) and (33):
Step 2b. The probability p y is computed by using the Erlang loss equation:
Step 3. ! rYold 2 ! r .
Step 4. Compute ! r by using (12), (28), and (30):
Step 5. If j! r À ! rYold j b ! r (where is a predefined value), then go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to Step 6.
Step 6. The values for ! r and p y converge. Compute p nYw by using (17) , (28), and (30):
Step 7. Compute the call incompletion probability as p xg p n p nYw X
PERFORMANCE OF THE DUAL BAND PCS NETWORK
We assume that the MS residence times in a microcell have a Gamma distribution with the shape parameter . As we mentioned before, the Gamma distribution is selected because it can be shaped to represent many distributions, as well as measured data that cannot be characterized by a particular distribution. Fig. 6 shows the effect of the variation (or standard deviation) for the residence time distribution on p xg . Note that, for Gamma distributions with the same mean value Ia, the standard deviation ' I p increases as decreases. By the Chebyshev's Inequality, the probability that the residence times are out of the range Ia À S'aQY Ia S'aQ is smaller than QT percent for all ' values. For example, if ' Ta, then S'aQ IHa and the probability that the residence time exceeds IIa is smaller than
For a macrocell overlaying 61 microcells (x TI) with 50 channels (g SH), and the number of channels in each microcell is 10 ( IH), we observe the following:
. p xg increases as ' decreases. . ' has a significant effect on p xg for ' b Ia and has almost no effect on p xg for '`Ia (note that a Gamma distribution is exponential when ' Ia). . p xg increases as increases. The call incompletion probability of the system increases as the standard deviation (variance) of the MS microcell residence time distribution decreases. For the same expected microcell residence times, more long and short residence times will be observed as the standard deviation increases. More long residence times implies that more new calls will complete without any handoff actions. Thus, smaller call incompletion probability is observed.
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the effect of the macrocell size. Four scenarios are considered: a macrocell of size x IW with the channel number g IT (gax HXVRPI), x QU with g QI (gax HXVQUV), x TI with g SI (gax HXVQTI), and x WI with g UT (gax HXVQSP). We observe the following:
. For a fixed gax value, the performance of a large macrocell is better than that of a small macrocell. . For a fixed gax value, the benefit of a large macrocell is significant for a large ' value or a small value. . For a fixed gax value, the benefit of a large macrocell becomes insignificant for heavy traffic.
Queuing theory indicates that systems with more common resource pool perform better than systems with isolated resources. Thus, the utilization of radio channels is more efficient for a large macrocell. Our study indicates that large macrocells have good performance if p xg`P 7. About UXHS offered load per microcell can be served by a macrocell with x WI microcells and about TXTS offered load per microcell can be served by a macrocell with x IW microcells when p xg P7.
A single band PCS network is a special case of the dual band PCS network where x I. Table 1 compares the performance of the single band system and the dual band system. In Table 1 , x TI and g SH for the dual band system. The table indicates that the dual band architecture significantly outperforms the single band system. For example, for ' IaTY "Y ! o U", p xg IXRIQ7 for the dual band system with the total channels number x Â g TTH. For the single band system, p n PXTP7, with the total channel number TI Â IQ UWQ or p n IXQU7 with the total channel number TI Â IR VSR.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
We studied the performance of dual band GSM networks by assuming that a call is first served by a microcell. If no channel is available in the microcell, then the call is served by the overlaid macrocell. The call is blocked (or forced to terminate) if no channel is available in the macrocell. We observed the following:
. The call incompletion probability of the system increases as the standard deviation of the MS microcell residence time distribution decreases. Furthermore, the call incompletion probability of the system increases as the user mobility increases, though the forced termination probability is decreased. These results are consistent with those in the single band system [13] . . For the same channel budget, the call incompletion probability decreases as the number x of microcells covered by a macrocell increases. However, the size of a macrocell cannot be arbitrarily increased due to power consumption of the radio system. The tradeoff between the size of x and the power consumption deserves further study. This paper assumed that the switching of a call from a microcell to a macrocell is based on the channel availability of the microcell (the model in [7] followed the same assumption). However, a call may be switched according to the mobility of a mobile user as suggested in [8] . If a mobile user moves too fast, the calls may be served by macrocells to reduce the number of handoffs. Our model can be easily modified to accommodate this condition as follows:
. Suppose that the user's speed can be measured. For example, we define the user moves too fast if 5 microcells have been visited during a fixed period of three minutes. Compute the probability that a mobile user is too fast. . In Fig. 2b, I À of the handoff/new call traffic (i.e., the portion of the call traffic generated by the slow moving users) is directed to the microcell models as before and of the traffic (i.e., the portion of the traffic generated by the fast moving users) is directed to the overlaying macrocell.
APPENDIX SELECTING THE NUMBER OF TRUNCATED TERMS FOR it yx AND it yr
The summations of infinite series in (30) and (28) 
